## Summary of Changes in Magnis Software Release 1.2

### Feature Additions

- Added user capability for diagnostic report export
- Self-test specification change for chiller thermistor test
- Improved out of range sensor for PCR and chiller
- Updated to support a new motor encoder

### Defect Fixes

- Updated system response to failed instrument health check by correcting instrument LED color and instrument ready state
- Corrected allowable post-capture PCR cycle input range
- Corrected alignment of the protocol name that is displayed on the Confirm Setup page
- Enabled creation of PCR runtime info log in a situation where the runtime info log folder does not exist
- Removed default option for capture size in Probe Input Strip Info page when a custom probe is used
- Corrected run setup behavior to pause if the thermal configuration xml in the protocol package is corrupted
- Corrected the capture size selection in Probe Input Strip Info page to maintain settings if the barcode is rescanned
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